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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
•

Recent studies by the Centers for Disease Control (CDC), the American Academy of Pediatrics, and Brown University have all found extremely low rates of COVID-19 transmission
in schools that have stayed open during the pandemic, even in areas of high community
transmission.

•

The studies conclude that schools that have been closed can be reopened safely. The director
of the CDC, Dr. Rochelle Walensky, has said that vaccinations for teachers are not a prerequisite for the safe reopening of schools, despite claims to the contrary by the teachers unions.

•

School closures have resulted in huge learning losses in math and English for children, especially those from disadvantaged backgrounds. In California school districts, more students
are receiving failing grades due to the pandemic and record numbers of students statewide
are failing to enroll in school.

•

New data show that school closures have had a devastating impact on children’s mental and
emotional health. Child suicides have skyrocketed in places like Clark County, Nevada and
Pima County, Arizona. The CDC says that one in four young people have contemplated suicide and that emergency room visits by children for mental health problems have increased
dramatically.

•

School reopening guidance from the CDC and California’s recently-enacted reopening law
link reopening of schools to community transmission rates of COVID-19, despite scientific
evidence showing that in-school transmission rates are much lower than community transmission rates. Thus, linking reopening of schools to community transmission rates will
result in slowing the pace of school reopening.
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•

Besides reopening schools quickly, policymakers must address the lack of education options
facing parents. With public schools closed, parents with means can send their children to
private schools that have remained open. However, many cannot afford private school tuition. Various states have enacted or are proposing wider school-choice options for parents
during the COVID-19 era. California leaders should do the same and give parents the ability
to choose the learning option that best meets the needs of their children.

INTRODUCTION
There is perhaps no bigger issue preoccupying Americans today than reopening the country’s schools.
Yet, the road to reopening has been a rocky one, strewn with obstacles put up by the teachers unions
and their political and bureaucratic allies. However, new empirical research demonstrates conclusively
that schools can reopen safely and that failure to reopen them swiftly will result in catastrophic consequences for America’s children.
This paper will examine the four key aspects of the school reopening issue: the recent research on
COVID-19 and safe school reopening; research on COVID-19 and student learning; research on
COVID-19 and student emotional and mental health; and, finally, the road forward.

RESEARCH ON COVID AND SAFE SCHOOLS
“Follow the science” has been the COVID-19-response mantra repeated by political leaders from President Joe Biden to California Governor Gavin Newsom on down. But what exactly is the current science
on opening schools?
According to a January 2021 University of Washington Bothell study of a
large sample of school districts from around the country, only a little more
than four out of 10 were offering full in-person instruction. About three
out of four urban districts were operating fully remote.1 Even such figures,
though, indicate that there are a chunk of schools in America that are offering in-person instruction for their students.
It turns out that there are important recently-released studies that show that
schools offering in-person instruction have operated safely.
Take, for example, a key study issued by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention at the end of January 2021.
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The CDC study looked at nearly 5,000 students and more than 650 staff
members at 17 schools in Wisconsin. The schools examined included both
public and private schools and covered all grade levels. 2 Students and staff members at the schools wore
masks and socially distanced when possible. All classes and lunch periods were held indoors.3
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The results of the study were eye opening.
Out of the more than 5,500 students and staff who were studied, only seven cases of COVID being
contracted due to in-school, person-to-person transmission were reported. All seven were between students. No adult staff person contracted COVID-19 through in-school transmission.4
Further, the CDC study noted that in the communities in which the schools were located there was
widespread transmission of COVID-19. 5
However, the study found, “Despite widespread community transmission, COVID-19 incidence in
schools conducting in-person instruction was 37 percent lower than that in the surrounding community.”6
The researchers said the “absence of identified child-to-staff member transmission during the 13-week
study period suggests in-school spread was uncommon.” This finding is consistent with previous research that shows a lower rate of transmission from children than from adults.7
In other words, children are not the main spreaders of the disease.
Further, if there is transmission from children, it almost always occurs outside of schools, not inside
schools.8
In response to the CDC study, the director of the CDC, Dr. Rochelle Walensky, said that the findings
demonstrate, “Vaccination of teachers is not a prerequisite for safe reopening of schools.”9
Dr. Walensky’s point is very important because the teachers unions claim that schools should not reopen until all teachers are vaccinated, which would hugely lengthen the time to reopen schools.10
In February 2021, the CDC followed up on its study by issuing new non-binding guidance to schools on
safe ways to open up for in-person instruction. While the guidance is lengthy, Dr. Walensky said that
the CDC was emphasizing mask wearing and social distancing. And as long as such mitigation strategies were followed, the CDC guidance did not recommend vaccination of school staff as a requirement
for the safe reopening of schools.11
According to the CDC guidance, there are five key mitigation strategies for delivering safe in-person
instruction:
•

Universal and correct use of masks

•

Physical distancing of 6 feet to the greatest extent possible

•

Handwashing and respiratory etiquette

•

Cleaning and maintaining healthy facilities

•

Contact tracing in combination with isolation and quarantine, in collaboration with the
health department12
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Also, the CDC guidance creates color-coded categories for community transmission rates: blue means
low transmission (0-9 new cases per 100,000 population over the previous 7 days), yellow means moderate transmission (10-49 new cases per 100,000 population), orange means substantial transmission
(50-99 new cases per 100,000 population), and red means high transmission (greater than 100 new
cases per 100,000 population).13
Schools located in areas designated as blue or low transmission, and
yellow or moderate transmission can open to full in-person instruction.
Schools in orange or substantial transmission areas can open to hybrid learning or reduced physical attendance. In areas of red, meaning
high transmission, elementary schools can open to hybrid learning or
reduced attendance, while most middle and high schools should offer
only virtual instruction.14
Key health researchers and experts have criticized the CDC guidelines
for linking school reopening to the rates of community transmission of
COVID-19.
For instance, Duke University professor of pediatrics Dr. Daniel Benjamin, who is the principal investigator and chair of the National Institute of Child Health and Human Development’s Pediatric Trials, has
said, “Community transmission has never been associated with success or failure [of in-person instruction] if mitigation measures are in
place.” Further, he said that preliminary data indicates that 3 feet, not
the CDC’s recommendation of 6 feet, is sufficient for social distancing
between students in school.15
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Dr. Benjamin said that he would send his children to school today if the school followed simple masking and distancing precautions.16
In an interview with National Public Radio, Dr. Joseph Allen, director of Harvard University’s Healthy
Buildings Program and associate professor of public health, stated:
We’ve seen examples where schools have stayed open and have been effectively open
with very little in-school transmission, even in communities with high community
spread. In fact, CDC’s own report has shown that. We’ve also seen the opposite.
We’ve seen low community spread, poor controls in school, and cases. So, the community spread metric idea sounds great, but the reality is, it doesn’t really tell us
what’s happening in schools. 90% of the schools right now in the U.S. are in what
CDC deems the red zone, even schools that have been open with no cases or very little
to no transmission in the schools. So, essentially, reliance on community spread metrics means schools will stay closed, or they won’t get back to full in-person learning
any time soon.17
Dr. Allen said that the CDC’s guidance should be a wake-up call to parents because “if schools start
following this new guidance strictly, kids are not getting back to full-time school.”18
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The CDC study was released in the wake of a huge January 2021 study authored by researchers from
Duke University and the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, and put out by the American
Academy of Pediatrics.
The AAP study looked at school districts in North Carolina that maintained some form of in-person
instruction. Overall, the study examined nearly 100,000 students and staff members.19
Out of these nearly 100,000 individuals, there were only 32 cases of COVID-19 transmission. 20
As in the CDC study, all 32 of these COVID-19 transmission cases were from child to child. There were
no instances of child-to-adult-staff-member transmission. 21
Like in the Wisconsin communities in the CDC study, there was widespread transmission of COVID in
the North Carolina communities in the AAP study.
The AAP researchers said that if transmission was as common in the
schools as it was in the community, “we would anticipate 800-900 secondary infections within schools; however, only 32 within-school [COVID-19]
transmissions occurred.”22
The schools in the AAP study adhered to safety protocols including mask
wearing, physical distancing, and hand hygiene. 23
Importantly, as Dr. Benjamin Linas, associate professor of epidemiology
and an infectious disease physician at Boston University School of Medicine, pointed out, the North Carolina schools achieved their results with
“no major capital improvement to HVAC systems or buildings.”24
The AAP study concluded that if such protocols are followed, then there
would be low rates of COVID-19 transmission. 25
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The bottom line, according to the study’s authors, is that data support the
concept that schools can stay open safely in communities with widespread
community transmission. 26
Based on the findings of this study, in February 2021, the California chapters of the American Academy
of Pediatrics issued letters calling for the prompt reopening of schools.
These California chapters represent 5,500 pediatricians in the state. In their statement, they said, “Evidence has shown that safe in-person education for grades TK-12th can be accomplished with properly
implemented safety protocols even in areas of high community spread of (COVID-19).”27
Dr. Kenneth Zangwill, a pediatric infectious diseases specialist at Harbor-UCLA Hospital said pointedly: “We know how to keep teachers, staff, and children safe on school campuses. Hundreds of
schools and school districts have been able to do this in other parts of the country.”28
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Brown University also released an important study in fall 2020.
The Brown study looked at 20,000 kids in 47 states. According to the data collected, the rates of
COVID-19 infection were an extremely low one-tenth to two-tenths of a percent for students and
staff. 29
Even in high-risk areas of the country, the student rates were well under half of a percent. The study
said that schools are not major spreaders of COVID-19.30
Perhaps as important as the findings of the Brown University study are the observations and perspectives offered by the study’s author, Emily Oster.
Writing in The Atlantic, Professor Oster said: “One might argue, again, that any risk is too great, and
that schools must be completely safe before local governments move to reopen them. But this approach
ignores the enormous costs to children from closed schools.”31
Specifically, she pointed out: “The children affected by school closures are disproportionately low-income students of color. Schools are already unequal; the unequal closures make them more so.”32
Further, she observed: “Parents are struggling as well, not just children. Cities have recognized the need
for child care for parents who cannot afford to quit their jobs to supervise their kids, but this has led to
a haphazard network of options.”33
The bottom line, according to Professor Oster, is if some kids are in school in person, while others are
not, why is it safe for these students and why is it not safe for everyone?34
University of Virginia Children’s Hospital pediatric cardiologist Dr. Douglas Allen sums it up well
when he wrote that numerous peer-reviewed studies “document the essentially zero risk schools pose in
spreading this illness to teachers, parents, or other adults in the school setting,” meaning the “science
and data are clear—our children can return to school without risk to the students or the teachers.”35
But as Professor Oster underscored, the debate should not be just about COVID-19 transmission rates.
A full discussion of reopening schools must, for public policy purposes, include and weigh other costs
such as the cost of school closures on the learning and emotional and mental health of children.

RESEARCH ON COVID-19 AND STUDENT ACHIEVEMENT
Most people have heard anecdotal horror stories about how the regular public school system has failed
to transition effectively to a distance-learning model.
Individual parents have recounted how their children have been left basically without any meaningful
instruction since schools closed. Now, almost a year after the schools have closed, there is actual data
to back up these anecdotes.
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It has been shown, for instance, that regular public school districts have not done as well as charter-school networks in switching to remote or distance learning.
A study by the Center for the Reinvention of Public Education at the University of Washington Bothell
examined 82 regular public school districts across the country and 18 networks of charter schools.36
According to the study, charter schools exhibited “rapid leaps from the classroom to the cloud,” while
such practices remained rare in the regular school districts.37
Specifically, charter schools quickly brought groups of students together virtually to receive instruction at the same time, as well as tracking
students’ attendance and grading their work.38
Also, “Compared with the districts we have examined, the charter
school networks were far more likely to monitor student progress,”
and they did this by “holding frequent one-on-one check-ins between
students and adults, assigning and grading student work, and using
digital platforms that enable real-time monitoring and attendance
tracking.”39
The inability of many regular school districts to transition effectively
to the COVID-19 reality has led to huge negative impacts on student
learning.
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An October 2020 study by the Center for Research on Education Outcomes at Stanford University looked at students in 19 states and estimated a loss of 57 to 183 days of learning in reading and a shocking
136 to 232 days of learning in math.40
Such learning deficits have led to rising numbers of failing grades by students in states such as
California.
For example, according to data from the Los Angeles Unified School District, the number of failing
grades has increased significantly during the pandemic:
•

A comparison of the Fall 2020 15-week marks to the prior Fall 2019 15-week marks demonstrate an increase in the number of “D” and “F” marks occurring at the secondary level
especially for high-need students.

•

Latino, African American, English learners, students with disabilities, foster youth, and
those experiencing homelessness had higher rates of Ds and Fs at the Fall 15-week mark and
had double digit increases in the percent of Ds and Fs from the previous year at the same
time.

•

For example, 25 percent of Latino students in grades 9-12 received an F in Fall 2020, which
was a nearly 11 percent increase over Fall 2019.41
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One of the first comprehensive studies on the state of student learning in California in the COVID-19
era was released in January 2021 by the research organization PACE, which is sponsored by the University of California at Los Angeles, the University of Southern California, the University of California
at Davis, Stanford University, and the University of California at Berkeley.
The PACE study examined 18 school districts across California and analyzed English and math test
scores of students.42
The study found that there was significant learning loss in both English and math in the early grades
among students, which is very concerning since early learning is the foundation for later educational
success.43
Given that California has a high proportion of students who come from low-income family backgrounds, it is especially troubling that school closures have had a disproportionate impact on lowincome children.
According to the study, there was significantly more learning loss from Fall 2019 to Fall 2020 compared to previous years for students from socio-economically disadvantaged backgrounds, particularly
in English.44
Further, given the high proportion of non-English-fluent children in California, it is also very troubling
to see large learning losses among these English-language-learner students as well.
These non-English-fluent children lost learning in English in nearly every grade and in the early grades
in math. The loss was particularly severe in some grades.45
For example, in the fifth grade, non-English-fluent children lost roughly 30 percent of a year in typical
growth in English performance.46
The PACE study said that the poor performance of non-English-fluent children are “likely due to the
substantial challenges with supporting students who are learning English in a virtual setting.”47
The study authors concluded: “Average learning loss estimates mask the reality that some students in
California are suffering much more during this time than others. Without aggressive and bold actions,
these students may never catch up.”48
So, if students are learning so little, then what is one of the things one would also expect to see as a
consequence? Answer: lower enrollment because students either drop out or take advantage of another
education option.
Students who are not learning get frustrated, so they do not see why they should stay in school when
they cannot actually go to school and learn.
California is seeing a huge wave of what amounts to students voting with their feet to leave the regular
public schools.
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According to state data released in January 2021, California has experienced a record one-year enrollment nosedive of 155,000 students. For comparison, that drop-off is more than five times greater than
California’s usual annual rate of enrollment decline.49
Los Angeles Unified saw an enrollment drop of 6,000 students in kindergarten alone, which is a 14
percent decline over the previous year. 50
Again, many of the students who dropped out are from the most at-risk populations, such as foster
children.
Megan Stanton-Trehan, the director the Youth Justice Clinic at Loyola Law School, said that she has
had at-risk students tell her they cannot do “Zoom school” because it is either too hard for them or
they have other priorities. 51
“Overall,” she warned, “it’s just really putting those students who are far behind [even] farther behind.”52
The bottom-line question for policymakers should be: even for those who remain enrolled, if so many
students have lost so much learning, will they ever be able to catch up?
In fact, the learning loss is so bad for many students that some parents are saying that they want their
children to be held back a year because they are not prepared to advance to the next grade level.
One mother of two kindergartners, who are being forced to distance learn,
wants both her kids held back. She said that during this academic year, a
year that is fundamental for young children to learn how to be in school,
they have not learned much of anything at all. 53
She lamented, “Kindergarten is an important year for them to learn how
to learn, but they’ve basically not really had much education since March
2020.”54
During the COVID-19 pandemic, California Governor Gavin Newsom has
issued various orders that have kept schools closed to in-person instruction. 55 The state’s teachers unions have used Newsom’s edicts to bludgeon
school districts to keep schools closed.
For example, in a January 2021 letter to Yuba Unified School District superintendent and school board, the California Teachers Association said,
“Governor Gavin Newsom has issued several Executive Orders requiring
all Californians to heed and follow public health directives,” including a
directive that prevents the reopening of schools to in-person instruction if
there are certain rates of community transmission of COVID-19. 56
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Under the California Department of Public Health’s “COVID-19 and Reopening In-Person Instruction
Framework and Public Health Guidance for K-12 Schools in California, 2020-2021 School Year” plan
(revised March 12, 2021), schools may reopen at all grades if they are located in counties in the red
(4–10 new cases over a 7-day average per 100,000 population, among other required metrics), orange,
(1–3.9 new cases per 100,000 population) or yellow (less than 1 new case per 100,000 population)
tiers. Schools in the purple-tier counties (above 10 new cases per 100,000 population) may open for
limited grades if the number of cases is below 25 new cases per 100,000 population but may not open
for any grades if the rate is above 25 new cases per 100,000 population. 57 It should be noted that these
rates are much stricter than the CDC’s color-coded categories.
Recall, however, that research shows that COVID transmission in schools is much lower than transmission in communities at large and that the CDC director says that community transmission increases if
schools are not open for in-person learning.
University of California at San Francisco professor of medicine Dr. Monica Gandhi, an expert in
infectious diseases, has pointed out that CDC data shows that schools can open safely separate from
transmission rates in the surrounding community. 58
Assemblyman James Gallagher, who represents the Yuba area, reacted to the union’s tactics saying:
The Governor got big headlines recently after claiming to be in favor of re-opening
California schools. But despite all the bluster and political maneuvering, Newsom’s
hardline rules keeping schools closed appear to remain in place and are being exploited by the powerful California Teachers Association.
It’s an inside job. The Governor talks publicly about re-opening schools but his policies actively prevent them from opening. And his allies in the CTA work in conjunction with those policies to keep them closed. That is what is really going on. What’s
happening in my neighborhood school district is indicative of what is happening
throughout California. 59
Governor Newsom realizes that keeping schools closed has resulted in massive learning losses for
children. When the governor released his proposed budget in January 2021, he included $4.6 billion
to address student-learning losses. But even before the pandemic, less than a third of the state’s eighth
graders scored at the proficient level on the 2019 National Assessment of Educational Progress math
and reading tests.60 A public school system that was so ineffective prior to the pandemic cannot be relied upon to fill-in student learning losses caused by the COVID-19 school shutdowns.
Sadly, it seems more likely than ever that poor policy decisions by Governor Newsom and others to
keep the schools closed for so long may have permanently derailed the learning for a great many students in California.
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RESEARCH ON COVID-19 AND STUDENT EMOTIONAL AND MENTAL HEALTH
Beyond academic and learning deficits created by the school shutdowns, there is the tragic emotional
and mental toll that the shutdowns are producing in children.
Across the country, there have been disturbing spikes in suicides among children.
In Clark County, Nevada, The New York Times reported that 18 students committed suicide in the
nine months of the school closures in the Las Vegas area. The youngest suicide victim was just nine
years old.61
One student left a note saying he had nothing to which to look forward.62
Compare these 18 suicides in just one county in the United States where schools were kept closed to
the zero deaths of students and staff in the CDC study and the American Academy of Pediatrics study
mentioned earlier.
If the goal is to maximize the health and safety of children and adult school staff members, then why
are policymakers not doing cost-benefit analyses of keeping schools closed versus keeping them open.
Eighteen versus zero, for instance, is a big difference.
But, it is not just Clark County where suicides are rising. In Pima County, Arizona, suicides among
children ages 12 to 17 rose by an appalling 67 percent in 2020.63
According to the CDC, in 2020 there was a 24 percent increase in emergency room mental health visits
for children ages 5 to 11 compared to 2019. Among children 12 to 17, that increase was 31 percent.64
The CDC has also reported that a staggering one in four young people had contemplated suicide in the
previous month.65
These numbers have names and faces. Spencer Smith, a Maine high-school football player, committed
suicide in December. He left a note saying that he felt locked in his house and that the separation from
his peers was too much for him to bear.66
His father Jay Smith has said children need face-to-face contact so they can let their emotions out.67
What Spencer had bottled up inside of him caused him to end his life.
Indeed, while some school districts are allowing or are contemplating allowing elementary-age children
to return to school, these districts often keep middle-school and high-school students in distance learning. Yet, it is older children that often have the most serious issues with mental and emotional problems
stemming from the school shutdowns.
According to Dr. Jeanne Noble, associate professor of emergency medicine and director of the University of California at San Francisco emergency department’s COVID-19 response, “Middle and high
school students (are) where we’re seeing the worst outcomes from social isolation and the worst metrics
in mental health harms.”68
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One San Francisco mother, Allison Arieff reported finding her teenage daughter curled up in a fetal
position and crying next to her laptop computer. According to Ariel, her daughter has lost faith in the
school district and the world, and often cried in the middle of the day.69
Dr. Noble emphasized that school districts like her own local San Francisco Unified School District,
which has kept its schools closed while 15,000 students in the city’s private schools are back in the
classroom with only five cases of in-school COVID-19 transmission reported, have ignored “mounting
evidence across the world about schools being able to reopen safely.” “It’s like the death of expertise,”
she lamented, with such ignorance “hurting our children.”70
UCSF Benioff Children’s Hospital in San Francisco has seen a 66 percent increase in the number of
suicidal children in the emergency room, a doubling of children hospitalized for eating disorders, and
a 75 percent increase in youth seeking mental health services requiring immediate hospitalizations.71
“The medical evidence is clear that keeping public schools closed is catalyzing a mental health crisis
among school-aged children in San Francisco,” warned Dr. Noble.72
What is also ominous is the estimation by experts that the raised level of child suicides will probably
continue even after the COVID-19 crisis subsides.
An international medical journal noted: “Mental health consequences of the COVID-19 crisis including suicidal behavior are likely to be present for a long time and peak later than the actual pandemic.”73
Harvard University biostatistician Martin Kulldorff has warned that “you can’t just look at (COVID-19),
you have to look holistically at health and consider collateral damage.”74
Further, Kulldorff also noted, “You can’t just look short term.”75 In other words, policymakers cannot
simply look at today’s infection and hospitalization rates.
Christine Atha, who lives near Sacramento, is a mother of two teenagers. She initially supported distance learning for safety reasons, but now wants it to end.
Her kids are suffering from depression and anxiety. She observed:
These kids don’t need any more videos to watch from behind their desk sitting alone
in their room. The only thing they need is to return to in-person school. The science
says you go back to school when it’s time. And it is high time.76
Also, it is not just separation from friends and lack of social interaction that may be driving children
to depression and suicide.
Policymakers too often forget that schools act as a refuge from domestic abuse in the home.
Orange County District Attorney Todd Spitzer has made the critical observation that “one of the things
we’re going to learn after this pandemic is over is that by having people sheltered at home, we have put
children and elderly people closer to their abusers.”77
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Kerry McDonald, senior education fellow at the Foundation for Economic Education, makes the important point that there are tradeoffs to any policy.
She says that the platitude, “If it saves just one life,” which has been repeated constantly by politicians,
school officials, and teachers unions during COVID-19 to justify the school lockdowns, “fails to acknowledge the lives damaged or lost due to these lockdown policies.”78
She has warned, “Lockdown harms and deaths are as real as COVID-19 harms and deaths and should
be taken seriously when considering a holistic pandemic response.”79
Antony Davies, an economist at Duquesne University, and James Harrigan, an economist at the University of Arizona, have emphasized: “Regardless of whether we acknowledge them, tradeoffs exist. And
acknowledging tradeoffs is an important part of constructing sound policy.”80
This realization that tradeoffs exist, has been recognized in Las Vegas. After the report on the number
of student suicides, the schools have opened back up.
McDonald advises: “The justification for the widespread lockdowns and pandemic restrictions enacted
since last spring was to save lives, but it’s becoming increasingly clear that these mandatory measures
are costing lives and may be ineffective at slowing the spread of the coronavirus.”81
Crucially, McDonald concludes: “There is no perfect policy to a pandemic, but acknowledging
tradeoffs, examining the consequences across groups and over time, advocating for a more voluntary,
decentralized approach can minimize human costs and maximize overall health and well-being.”82

GETTING CHILDREN BACK TO SCHOOL
So, where do we go from here?
In the short term, decision makers need to reopen schools as quickly as possible. As the research of
medical experts have proven and as the experience of both public and private schools have shown, it is
possible to open schools safely for both students and for staff members.
How do schools open safely? To answer that question is not as difficult as the teachers unions would
have Americans believe. The teachers unions claim they want schools to open, but their workplace
demands are often so extreme that there is no realistic reopening date in sight.83
Maxford Nelson, director of labor policy for the Freedom Foundation, has observed:
Many teachers unions are approaching the COVID-19 pandemic as a strike that they
didn’t have to call. The teachers are out of school now, and the teachers unions have a
lot of leverage to control the discussion about when and how and under what circumstances teachers come back to the classroom.84
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But as the student suicide data shows, children do not have time to wait.
Instead of the unions’ wish list, policymakers should look at schools that have stayed open and which
have experienced little or no outbreaks of COVID-19.
There is the experience of the schools in Wisconsin and North Carolina that were the subjects of the
CDC and the American Academy of Pediatrics studies. They had precise protocols regarding safety
and hygiene that were easily followed by students and staff. And the result was extremely small rates
of in-school transmission.
Michael Osterholm, the director of the Center for Infectious Disease Research and Policy at the University of Minnesota, observed: “Everyone had a fear there would be an explosive outbreak of transmissions in the schools [that opened] . . . We have to say that, to date, we have not seen those [outbreaks
in K-12 kids] and that is a really important observation.”85
Also, more aggressive tactics by some local governments are worth considering.
For instance, San Francisco City Attorney Dennis Herrera has sued the city school board and school
district in order to open up schools.86
In February 2021, Herrera amended his lawsuit to add new allegations including violations of various
provisions of the state constitution such as the equal protection clause.87 Herrera has said:
Our public school families are dealing with mental health and education crises on top
of a pandemic. It’s not sustainable. That’s why we have gone to court. . . . Just sticking with the status quo and hoping the district came up with an effective plan wasn’t
working. Hopefully the prospect of court scrutiny will focus the district’s attention
like nothing else could have.88
Despite the scientific evidence and the actions of some local officials, the sad fact remains that any move
to reopen public schools in California and other states is stuck because of failed policymaking.
Even though Governor Newsom and the State Legislature have approved a deal to create a fund to
incentivize schools to reopen, the legislation, AB 86 does not actually require schools to reopen.89
Rather, as the respected education publication EdSource noted, AB 86 “provides $2 billion as an incentive for schools that have not already done so to offer in-person instruction beginning April 1, starting
with the earliest grades.”90
However, AB 86 ties the ability of schools to reopen to community transmission rates. As EdSource
pointed out:
For schools in counties in the state’s “purple” tier, where the COVID-19 infection
rate is still high, schools would receive extra funding if they open for students in
kindergarten through second grade beginning on April 1. But in order to do so the
daily rate of new COVID-19 cases in their counties would need to be less than 25 per
100,000 residents.91
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Schools in red-tier counties would be incentivized to open to all elementary grades plus one grade of
either middle or high school by April 1. Schools would lose 1 percent of the incentive funding for every
day they fail to meet the requirement from April 1 to May 15.
AB 86, like the CDC’s guidance, links school reopening to community transmission rates even though
there is no correlation between community transmission rates of COVID-19 and in-school transmission rates. The plan, therefore, not only fails to require schools to reopen, but is built on the scientifically faulty assumption that community transmission rates determine in-school transmission rates.
Because it does not mandate the reopening of schools, but uses the carrot of state tax dollars to incentivize reopening, it will be up to local decision-makers to craft reopening plans. As one news report
noted, “the decision of when and how to bring students and teachers back to class will now be decided
in hundreds of local school districts across the state.” Further, “school boards will still have to come
to terms with the local teachers unions on the reopening standards and a schedule of classroom instruction.”92
In other words, as Politico observed, “While the Capitol deal may propel districts toward reopening,
local school boards and labor unions still have final say.”93
With the teachers unions having a potential veto over school reopening, it is important to note that key
teachers unions in California have reacted negatively to AB 86.
For example, Cecily Myart-Cruz, the head of the United Teachers of Los Angeles, which is the largest
local teachers union in California, blasted AB 86 as “a recipe for propagating structural racism.”94
Myart-Cruz charged that wealthy white parents were “driving the push behind a rushed return.”95
Yet, the CDC has said, “The absence of in-person educational options may disadvantage children from
low-resourced communities, which may include large representation of racial and ethnic minorities.”96
Renee Bailey, a South Los Angeles African-American mother of two, reacted to Myart-Cruz’s claim
saying, “It’s almost like minority families want the schools to reopen more than anyone else, and the
reason why I say that is education, for us is a stairway out of poverty, so every day that our kids aren’t
in school, that’s just a day closer to poverty for them.”97
However, despite the pleas of minority parents like Renee Bailey, it will be powerful local unions like
the UTLA that will dictate the pace of school reopening in California.
So, beyond simply reopening schools, policymakers and the public should take this opportunity to
think about how education is being delivered in California.
Dennis Herrera says that the 54,000 public school students in San Francisco are suffering.98 Part of the
reason they are suffering is that they have no other options. Many parents frustrated by school closures
have no alternatives from which to choose.
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President Biden’s recent plan to funnel $130 billion into schools to get them to reopen fails to offer
parents and their children added learning alternatives. Instead, the proposal includes large pots of money to pay for current school staff and to hire more, with smaller amounts for things such as personal
protective equipment and digital equipment.99
Key components of President Biden’s plan include:
•

$60 billion to prevent layoffs of school personnel

•

$50 billion for social distancing, which will increase staffing levels

•

$3 billion for additional health staff

•

$9.5 billion for personal protective equipment100

Beyond how much and where federal dollars will be spent is the issue of exactly when those funds will
be spent. As the Washington Examiner noted, Biden’s plan “would spend only $6.4 billion of [the $130
billion] in fiscal 2021—less than 5% of the total.” Thus, “It is evident that 95% of the money being
programmed for ‘reopening’ is not going to be used for that purpose unless Biden doesn’t intend for
schools to reopen until November or even next January.”101
Harvard education professor Martin West has said that Biden’s $130 billion proposal amounts to
$2,300 per student.102
Professor West says that as a condition to receive this money, school districts should be required to
provide all students with the option to attend school in person. If school districts cannot or will not
reopen schools, then “Parents could be given their share of the funds directly, to use as they choose to
help their children catch up.”103
A federal bill entitled the “Put Students First Act of 2021” would implement essentially what Professor
West recommends. Introduced in February 2021 by U.S. Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL) and a group of
his fellow Republican senators, the bill would prohibit federal funds from going to K-12 schools that
do not reopen; require schools that have not reopened to return federal COVID-19 relief dollars; and
require states where schools are closed for in-person learning to submit plans for school-choice options
for students.104
In a statement, Senator Rubio said that research has shown “that K-12 schools are not significant drivers of COVID -19 transmission when reasonable measures such as masking and social distancing are
practiced.”105
Further, Rubio singled out the teachers unions as the key obstacle to school reopening:
Despite strong evidence indicating that schools can and should reopen safely, a
number of teachers’ unions are pushing back with unreasonable timeline requests.
Notably, certain unions are demanding conditions be met that would not allow
schools to be reopened until 2022, if ever.106
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Specifically, the “Put Students First Act” would set a school reopening cutoff date of April 30, 2021,
which is the 100-day mark that President Biden has set for schools to reopen to in-person instruction.
While it is unclear what actually qualifies as “in-person instruction” for the Biden administration and
what, if any, consequences will befall schools that fail to open, Sen. Rubio makes clear what would
happen to schools under his co-authored bill.107
“I propose,” Rubio has written, “that if a school refuses to offer students in-person option by April 30, 2021, 100 days into the Biden administration, that funding
should be rescinded and directed to school choice and the reopening plans of schools
that are prioritizing their students’ needs.”108
At the state level, some states are looking to give wider school-choice opportunities to parents to work
around COVID-19 school shutdowns.
Given that more private schools than public schools have stayed open, lawmakers in New Hampshire
have proposed a school choice bill that would create state-funded education savings accounts for all
parents, which would allow them to pay for private school tuition or homeschool expenses.109
Sherm Packard, the Republican speaker of the New Hampshire House of Representatives, who is the
lead sponsor of the bill, has said: “Under this horrible disease, COVID-19, I firmly believe this is a
good solution for families of New Hampshire to help them in the best way to educate their children.”110
It is true that the political landscape in a state like California is very different than in New Hampshire.
However, the devastation being felt by parents and their children because of school closures is bipartisan.
Susan Ortega, who lives outside of Sacramento, is a mother of two children. Ortega is a Democrat and
voted for Gavin Newsom, but she is now fed up with his handling of the pandemic.111
Regarding the distance learning in the public schools, she said: “It’s been horrendous. These kids have
given up hope. They can’t get out of bed. They see no point in anything because there is nothing to
strive for.”112
Ortega switched her son to a private school last spring, but she kept her 14-year-old daughter in public
school. However, her daughter’s emotional state deteriorated so much
that by early 2021 she decided to send her to a private school that was
open to in-person instruction.
After just a few days back in the classroom, Ortega said that her
daughter was “almost who she was before all this.”113
So it may be that the COVID crisis could spur new coalitions when
it comes to supporting increased options for parents to get in-person
instruction for their children.
Susan Ortega could afford to send her kids to private schools that have
remained open. But many parents do not have the means to do so.
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The devastation
being felt by
parents and their
children because of
school closures is
bipartisan.

Those parents and their children must be given the same opportunity that Susan Ortega and her children had.
To give parents that opportunity will require facing down and overcoming the teachers unions. “You
won’t find union officers calling for schools to be opened in the next 100 days,” noted education analyst
Mike Antonucci. In school districts that have not reopened schools, the unions are most likely calling
the shots, but Antonucci has written that this power and intransigence may backfire on the unions:
Parents who want to send their kids back to school are naturally baffled. It seems no
combination of politicians, health experts and working teachers is affecting the views
or actions of those resistant unions.
No one should be forced back to work, and thankfully in this nation no one can be
forced back to work. But when a monopoly fails to provide a contracted service, eventually people seek alternative sources. It would be ironic if the unions caused the very
breakup of the public education system they always claim to be preventing.114
The collapse of both the learning and the emotional and mental wellbeing of children that have resulted
from COVID school shutdowns illuminates the larger systemic problem in education—lack of educational choice for parents and children. Therefore, the real solution to the school closures is not just a
narrow reopening of schools, as important as that is, but must encompass giving parents the opportunity to choose the learning option that best meets the needs of their children.
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